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ABSTRACT

including: ambiguity, schema linking, vocabulary gap and user
mistakes.
Ambiguity of natural language queries is one of the most difficult challenges a text-to-SQL system has to cope with. There are
several types of ambiguity [3, 27]. For instance, lexical ambiguity
refers to the case of a single word with multiple meanings (e.g.,
“Paris" can be a city or a person).
On the other hand, schema linking is the problem of understanding which parts of the NLQ refer to which parts of the
database schema. Vocabulary gap refers to the differences between the vocabulary used by the database and the one used by
the user. User mistakes, such as syntactical or grammatical errors,
make the problem even more challenging.

To bridge the gap between users and data, numerous text-to-SQL
systems have been developed that allow users to pose natural
language questions over relational databases. Recently, novel textto-SQL systems are adopting deep learning methods with very
promising results. At the same time, several challenges remain
open making this area an active and flourishing field of research
and development. To make real progress in building text-to-SQL
systems, we need to de-mystify what has been done, understand
how and when each approach can be used, and, finally, identify
the research challenges ahead of us. The purpose of this tutorial
is to present recent advances of deep learning techniques for
text-to-SQL translation, and to highlight open problems and new
research opportunities for researchers and practitioners in the
fields of database systems, natural language processing and deep
learning.
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INTRODUCTION

Data is a prevalent part of every business and scientific domain,
but its explosive volume and increasing complexity make data
querying and exploration challenging even for experts. In an
attempt to bridge the gap between users and data, numerous textto-SQL systems have been implemented, both from industry and
academia, that enable users to pose unstructured queries (using
keywords or free-form text) over relational databases [1, 4, 26].
The recent advances on deep neural networks and the creation of
two large datasets for training text-to-SQL systems, have led to
the emergence of several, novel, text-to-SQL systems that leverage deep learning techniques. These efforts show very promising
results. At the same time, several open challenges make this area
an active and flourishing field of research and development. It is
high time for a systematic study of these solutions.
In this work, we aim at presenting the recent advances in the
field of text-to-SQL systems with the adoption of deep learning
techniques. We follow a systematic and structured approach. First,
we introduce the text-to-SQL problem, explain and categorize its
challenges. Then, we present available benchmarks and explain
their advantages and shortcomings. We zoom in on the recent
advances of deep learning techniques for text-to-SQL translation. We explain the problems they address and their limitations,
and we highlight research opportunities on the intersection of
database systems, natural language processing and deep learning.
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AVAILABLE BENCHMARKS

Training a deep learning system is a very data-intensive procedure; large amounts of data are required in order to train an
accurate model. For this reason, the availability of datasets is
the main fuel for the development of deep learning solutions
and the text-to-SQL task is no exception. In this section, we will
introduce the two major large-scale benchmarks, explain their
characteristics as well as highlight their shortcomings.
WikiSQL [39] is a large crowd-sourced dataset for developing
natural language interfaces for relational databases released along
with the Seq2SQL text-to-SQL system. It contains over 25,000
tables gathered from Wikipedia pages and over 80,000 natural
language and SQL question pairs, which were created by crowdsourcing. Note that each of WikiSQL’s questions is directed to a
single table and not to a relational database. This means that the

THE TEXT-TO-SQL PROBLEM

The text-to-SQL (also known as NL2SQL) problem can be described as follows: Given a Natural Language Query (NLQ) on
a Relational Database (RDB), produce a SQL query equivalent to
the NLQ, which is valid for the said RDB. Several challenges arise,
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TEXT-TO-SQL LANDSCAPE

The problem of translating user queries to SQL has been a holy
grail for the database community for over 30 years [4]. In this section, we will give a very brief overview of the earlier approaches,
especially those proposed by the database community.
Early database approaches use (a) inverted indexes (like search
engines do) to map query keywords to database elements (relations, attributes and values) and (b) the database schema to
find how relations in a query should be joined [18]. These approaches use either a schema graph that represents the database relations as nodes and the joins between them as edges
[2, 6, 14, 21, 22, 30, 38] or a tuple graph where the nodes are the
database tuples [5, 9, 13, 16]. Answers to a query are defined as
sub-graphs over the complete graph, comprising a subset of the
relations and tuples that contain the query keywords and are
connected by the joins between them. NALIR [17] is the first
to use a syntactic parse tree to represent a query and map it
to the database schema graph. ATHENA [29] employs an ontology to represent a real-world domain (such as finance) and an
ontology-to-database mapping, which describes how the ontology elements are mapped to the database objects. DBPal [33]
aims at generating join queries based on the information learnt
from domain-specific training data, and requires many training
examples with different join paths.
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proposed task is much simpler than the ultimate goal of creating
a natural language interface for relational databases. Additionally, the complexity of the queries is very low. There are no JOIN,
GROUP BY, UNION, INTERSECTION or other complex SQL elements. We must also note that that WikiSQL contains multiple
errors and ambiguities, which might hinder the performance of
any model trained on it.
Spider [37] is a large-scale complex and cross-domain semantic
parsing and text-to-SQL dataset annotated by 11 Yale students. It
contains 200 relational databases from 138 different domains
along with over 10,000 natural language questions and over
5,000 complex SQL queries. Its queries range from very simple to
very hard, using all the common SQL elements, including nested
queries. All the above, along with the fact that it was hand-crafted
and re-checked are an indicator of its higher quality, compared
to WikiSQL, and has led to the development of very promising
systems.
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of their decoder [7]: (a) sequence-to-sequence approaches, (b)
grammar-based approaches, and (c) sketch-based slot-filling approaches. In order to better understand the proposed systems,
we will now give a taxonomy of deep learning approaches for
text-to-SQL, and highlight the main characteristics as well as
the advantages and shortcomings of each neural network architecture. Additionally, we will provide an overview of some key
systems in each category.

6.1

This category includes systems (e.g. [19, 39]) that produce a sequence of SQL tokens and schema elements as their output, with
the resulting sequence being the final SQL query prediction, or a
major part of it. Essentially, they attempt to transform an input
NLQ sequence to an output SQL sequence. This approach is the
simplest, but is also very prone to errors. It was adopted by one
of the first deep-learning systems for the task at hand, Seq2SQL
[39], but later systems steered away from such approaches. The
main drawback of sequence-to-sequence architectures is that
they do not take the strict grammatical rules of SQL into account
when generating a query. The system attempts to learn how a
SQL sequence is generated, but at prediction time there are no
measures to safeguard from producing syntactically incorrect
queries.
Seq2SQL [39] was one of the first neural networks created
specifically for the text-to-SQL task and was based on a previous work focusing on generating logical forms using neural
networks [10]. Its authors released the WikiSQL dataset along
with it, which signified a new era for deep learning research on
the text-to-SQL problem. The system predicts an aggregation
function and the column for the SELECT clause as classification
tasks and generates the WHERE condition clause using a seqto-seq network. The latter part of the system is burdened with
generating parts of the query that can lead to syntactic errors,
which is its major drawback. The network architecture combines
LSTM and linear layers, and the GloVe embeddings are used to
represent the inputs.

NL REPRESENTATION

We will now provide an overview of the state-of-the-art techniques for natural language representation in neural networks.
The use of neural networks, which can only handle numerical
inputs and not raw text, has led to the adoption of word embeddings for numerical word representation. Additionally, in the
past few years, the use of language models is blooming, following
their rise as an efficient solution for increased performance in
NL tasks.
Word embeddings assume that every unique word has a numerical representation that can be different from all other words and
at the same time incorporate useful information about the word,
and aim at mapping each word to a multidimensional vector. Besides the brute-force creation of one-hot embeddings, researchers
have provided highly efficient techniques to create representations that carry the word’s meaning and its relationships with
other words. Word2Vec [25], GloVe [28] and WordPiece embeddings [34], to name a few, are some famous word embedding
techniques that are used in most, if not all, text-to-sql systems.
Language models are a novel and emerging type of pre-trained
neural networks for processing NL, that has been shown to excel
in NL tasks during the past few years. Note that language models
are not a replacement for word embeddings, given that they are
neural networks and they still need a way of transforming words
to vectors. The way this type of models are created, is that a
very large network (108 order of magnitude of parameters) is
created and is pre-trained on a very large NL dataset (109 order
of magnitude of words). The pre-trained model is made available
for researchers who can then adapt its inputs and outputs to
the specific task they aim to solve, and train it for an additional
number of epochs on their task-specific dataset. The result is a
much stronger model that can reach state-of-the-art performance
even without the need of complex architectures [8]. These models
have been able to reach such performances due to the use of a
neural network architecture that was recently proposed, called
the Transformer [31], which excels at handling NL sequences.
Some of the most used language models for the text-to-SQL task
are BERT [8] and MT-DNN [20].
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Sequence-to-sequence approaches

6.2

Grammar-based approaches

Grammar-based approaches (e.g., [7, 11, 12, 32]) are an evolution of sequence-to-sequence approaches, and produce a sequence of grammar rules instead of simple tokens as their output.
These grammar rules are instructions that, when applied, can
create a SQL query. The advantage over sequence-to-sequence
approaches is that the possibility for generating an out-of-place
token or a syntactically incorrect query is dramatically reduced.
This is the most used approach for generating complex SQL
queries.
RAT-SQL [32] is a grammar-based text-to-SQL system focusing on the Spider dataset. It is capable of generating complex
SQL queries by incorporating three note-worthy features. First,
it creates a question-contextualized schema graph, i.e. a graph
representing the database schema, its tables and columns, as well
as the words of the user’s question as nodes and the connections
between them as edges. The edges between DB elements are
created based on the DB schema and the edges between NLQ
words and DB elements are created by performing text matching, which is a form of schema linking. Furthermore, it uses a
modified Transformer network for relation aware self-attention,
that is specifically designed to leverage the information of the
created graph and its edges. Finally, it follows a method for SQL

TEXT-TO-SQL DEEP LEARNING
APPROACHES

Deep learning systems following the encoder-decoder architecture can be distinguished in three categories, based on the output
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generation as an abstract syntax tree, by generating a sequence
of actions for building the tree, as proposed in [36].
IRNet [12] is another grammar-based system capable of generating complex SQL queries. It uses text-matching techniques to
address the schema linking challenge similarly but in a simpler
form than RAT-SQL. It uses a complex architecture of linear and
recurrent neural networks to process the input, in addition to
BERT. After processing the input, it creates an SQL query using
the same method as RAT-SQL for generating an abstract syntax
tree, with the main difference that the output it produces is in
an intermediate language called SemQL designed specifically for
this system. Its authors argue that it is easier to generate queries
in this language and then transform them to SQL.

6.3

The need for new benchmarks and in-depth system evaluations is pressing and the database community can help complement the work done by benchmarks such as Spider. New
benchmarks are needed that can test the query expressivity (i.e.,
what types of queries a system can answer) as well as the efficiency and scalability of text-to-SQL systems to bigger and more
complex data sets.
Furthermore, there is a need for further research on answer
validation. Since in many cases users are not familiar with SQL,
the question is how they can confirm that the obtained results
match the intention of the NLQ. Another challenge is the universality of the solution, i.e. the system’s ability to perform equally
well for different databases. It is also important to enable natural
language queries in languages other than English, which is the
main focus of current efforts. Due to the problem’s multidisciplinarity, database, ML, and NLP approaches can join forces to
push the barrier further.

Sketch-based slot-filling approaches

Systems following this approach (e.g., [15, 23, 24, 35]) aim at
simplifying the difficult task of generating a SQL query, to the
easier task of predicting certain parts of the query (e.g. which
of the table columns will appear in the SELECT clause), transforming in this way the SQL generation task to a classification
task. In this case, we consider a query sketch with a number of
empty slots that must be filled and develop neural networks that
predict which element is most probable to fill each slot. A basic
prerequisite for such approaches is to have a query sketch that,
when filled, will be able to capture the NLQ’s intention. As a
result, this category of systems is rarely able to produce complex
SQL queries.
SQLNet [35] was one of the first sketch-based approaches. It
was based on the observation that the way Seq2SQL chose to
generate the WHERE clause was prone to errors that could be
avoided. For this reason, a query sketch, which could cover every
SQL query in the WikiSQL dataset, was developed and separate
neural networks were created to fill each slot. All slots are filled
by considering a classification task (e.g., which of the six possible
aggregation functions is appropriate for the given NLQ) except
for the condition value slot which was generated by a seq-to-seq
network. Note that in this case the aforementioned seq-to-seq
network only generates a value and does not handle SQL tokens,
meaning that it is not possible to generate syntactically incorrect
queries. Another improvement is the introduction of a column
attention neural mechanism to the network.
HydraNet [23] focuses on the WikiSQL task and follows a
sketch-based approach, using the same sketch as SQLNet, but
takes advantage of the BERT language model and achieves much
better results.
SQLova [15] is another sketch-based approach focusing on
the WikiSQL dataset and leveraging the BERT language model,
just as the HydraNet system. Their main difference is that while
HydraNet aims to use a very simple network after receiving
BERT’s output, SQLova employs a large and complex network
similar to the one used by SQLNet, while also incorporating BERT
into the system. What must be noted is that even though SQLova
employs a larger and more complex network than HydraNet, it
achieves lower accuracy scores on the WikiSQL dataset.
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